Subversion and CollabNet
Certified Solutions and Support – Bringing Subversion to the Enterprise

• Founder and key sponsor of
the Subversion open source
project.

®

Apache Subversion has become the version
control standard for geographically

• Broadest portfolio of
Subversion products,
training and services.

distributed and agile software development
organizations. Enterprises are adopting
Subversion to replace their legacy solutions

• Proven to scale from the
workgroup to the
distributed enterprise with
thousands of users.

and implement more modern agile and
continuous delivery methods. But within the
enterprise, corporate governance often
mandates that an actual company stand
behind an open source product for support
and services. CollabNet is that company for
Subversion.

Why CollabNet?

CollabNet founded and open-sourced Subversion in 2000 to address
the industry demand for a scalable and web-based SCM for the
distributed enterprise.

As the founder and principal sponsor of the Subversion open source project, CollabNet offers the broadest
portfolio and has the most experience implementing, hosting and managing Subversion in the industry.
Through CollabNet’s decade of stewardship, Subversion has gained 50% of the SCM market. Over 10,000
customers today rely on CollabNet to support their mission-critical systems. This includes many of the world’s
largest Subversion instances with thousands of active users and hundreds of thousands transactions hourly.
CollabNet helps enterprises cost-effectively manage Subversion repositories at the scale they require. CollabNet

• On-premise, in the public or
private cloud (largest SVN
hosting service).
• Grows with your needs to
full application lifecycle
management.
• Hybrid SCM – Manage
Subversion and Git
together.
• Easy to get started. Free
hosted trials

solutions for Subversion range from certified Apache Subversion binaries downloads to freely available
Subversion management consoles to sophisticated multi-site Subversion management applications. In addition,
CollabNet provides support, training and consulting services, and manages CollabNet CloudForge – the
industry’s leading Subversion hosting service.
CollabNet founded and open-sourced Subversion to address the industry’s demand for a modern version
control system, scalable and specifically geared for distributed development teams. Some of the reasons
Subversion has become the most popular SCM are:

Low Cost of Ownership
Subversion’s cost of ownership is low when compared to commercial systems. Not only is Subversion free to
download, but deployment and maintenance costs are lower too. While other SCM systems can require as
many as five administrators for every 100 developers, Subversion repositories are often maintained by a single
administrator across an entire enterprise with thousands of users. Subversion’s IT infrastructure requirements
are also minimal and the system scales well from workgroup implementations to enterprise-wide deployments.

Ease of Use = Fast Adoption

CollabNet Enterprise
Cloud Development
Enterprises are achieving
productivity gains of up to 70
percent while reducing costs by
as much as 80 percent, all with
enterprise compliance in order.
Learn more by downloading our
free white paper at
www.collab.net/ecd

Many version control vendors claim unique approaches to version control and modern agile development
methods, but they often require extensive training to make them effective. One reason for Subversion’s rapid
growth and adoption is its ease of use; end-user training can be minimized to hours versus days. Subversion’s
widespread adoption also means that the next developer joining your company is likely to already be familiar
with the system.
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SubversionEdge
Smarter SCM –
From the people who
brought you Subversion
• Free web and cloud-enabled
Subversion platform.
• Fastest and easiest way to
deploy and manage
Subversion servers.
• Rapid install and live updates
of certified stacks.

Many Integration Options
Subversion integrates easily with many other development tools. Integrations are available for third party
systems such as Jenkins and Hudson, HP Quality Center and IBM Rational ClearCase. You can download free
open source integrations for Eclipse, Visual Studio, Subclipse, ViewVC, AnkhSVN, and pick from a range of
integrations to further extend your Subversion platform at www.collab.net.

CollabNet Products and Services for Subversion
CollabNet provides a broad portfolio of products and services to meet your specific Subversion needs. Whether
you prefer on-site or hosted solutions, have small or large implementations – CollabNet has the right solution
for you.

Apache Subversion. Certified Binaries.

• Modern web UI simplifies
administration and
configuration.

CollabNet provides predefined Subversion configurations that have proven their robustness in the enterprise.

• Extensible with REST APIs.

www.collab.net/subversion for the latest updates and information.

• Free online SVN backup with
CollabNet CloudForge.

CollabNet Subversion Edge. Smarter SCM Management.

• Wide variety of enterprise
support, training and service
offerings.

greatly reduces an organization’s administration time and cost. Subversion Edge includes a free fully-automated
browser-based management interface. The graphical UI and built-in user and repository management greatly

• Download it free today
www.collab.net/getSVN

notifies users when new software components are available and wizard driven installers with 1-click updates

CollabNet actively certifies new platforms, and regularly executes intellectual property audit reports for
Subversion, providing customers with assurance that CollabNet Subversion is enterprise-ready. Visit

CollabNet Subversion Edge provides the fastest and easiest way to deploy and manage Subversion servers, and
installer/updater for certified software stacks of Subversion, Apache HTTP Server and ViewVC with a powerful,
simplifies installation, administration, use and governance of the entire software stack. An update mechanism
allow users to install updates directly from a browser-based UI. Easily backup Subversion repositories, locally or
online with CloudForge. Available through open source or via a commercial license, CollabNet SubversionEdge
is the perfect solution for managing Subversion all the way from the workgroup to the globally distributed
enterprise. Visit http://www.collab.net/getSVN to download today.

CollabNet TeamForge. Enterprise-grade ALM with Subversion and Git.
CollabNet TeamForge lets you integrate Subversion into your ALM tools and processes. Even more, TeamForge
supports hybrid SCM – which means you can manage Subversion and Git together with one common
management and security platform. All the roles, permissions and workflows you create for Subversion can be
shared with your Git projects, greatly increasing collaborative development and reducing administration
burdens and risk of manual error.
CollabNet TeamForge delivers on the most demanding enterprise requirements for ALM governance, security,
performance, lifecycle traceability, code quality and management efficiency. Available as either an on-site or
public or private hosted offering, TeamForge lets you centrally manage, federate, govern and search all of the
Subversion and Git repositories across your enterprise. A graphical interface allows non-technical users to
define and control granular permissions, and to manage role-based access control (RBAC) and profiles for
hundreds or even thousands of users.
TeamForge enables multi-server SCM federation and replication,
and integration with Continuous Integration (CI) tools such as
Hudson / Jenkins. This provides a way for enterprise development
teams to handle the most demanding workloads, such as those
due to CI processes or frequent access via the WAN. Even more,
TeamForge fosters communities, collaboration and social
software development by providing an open enterprise Agile ALM
platform that lets you manage development all the way from
initial requirements through code, build, test, release and deploy.
Learn more about TeamForge capabilities at
http://www.collab.net/getCTF.

TeamForge adds distributed multi-server Subversion replication, enterprise Git, centralized
code governance, and improved network performance, in addition to Agile ALM through
DevOps across hybrid clouds.
2 CollabNet, Inc. All rights reserved.

TeamForge
Enterprise-grade ALM with Subversion and Git
• Hybrid SCM – Manage Subversion and Git together – one common management and security platform.
• Orchestrate and govern the entire ALM to DevOps process.

Join the Enterprise Cloud
Development (ECD) community to
collaborate, learn and innovate

• Boost productivity with faster release cycles, cross enterprise collaboration and IP reuse.

around all of CollabNet’s products.

• Choose from on-premise, private cloud, public cloud deployment options.

Use the community's free

• Meets the most demanding enterprise requirements for governance, security, lifecycle traceability
and scalability.
• Trial it free today www.collab.net/downloads

workspaces to create your own,
targeted ECD micro-community to
develop integrations and extensions.
www.collab.net/community

CollabNet World Class Support, Training and Services.

As the founder and principal sponsor of Subversion, with CollabNet you are backed by the industry’s largest
staffed team of commercial and open source Subversion development and QA professionals and receive the
highest quality and most up-to-date software, support, training and consulting services in the industry for
Subversion.
•

Support: CollabNet offers community support as well as a wide variety of commercial support plans,
including plans tailored to the most demanding enterprises (24x7, quick response, guaranteed SLAs)
– to help maximize return-on-investment and minimize risks.

•

Training: CollabNet has an unparalleled track record of success helping enterprises speed adoption,
elevate productivity, enhance quality, and improve compliance within their development
organization. For more information on our on-site and web-based training offerings visit:
http://www.collab.net/services/training.

•

Services: Our success is not an accident. It comes from a combination of world class tools, years of
experience, and the best and brightest consultants in the industry. Whether you plan to deploy onpremise or in the cloud, CollabNet consultants can advise you in planning the roll out of Subversion

Topics
trending now
• Enterprise Cloud Development,
www.collab.net/ecd
• CollabNet Enterprise Git
and Hybrid SCM,
http://www.collab.net/downlo
ads/git-enterprise
• Continuous Integration,
www.collab.net/getci
• 5 Things your Development
Team need to be doing now,
www.collab.net/5things
• Cloud Backup for Subversion,
http://www.collab.net/product
s/subversion/cloudbackup

into your organization, guide you through the deployment, configuration and migration of artifacts
into Subversion, train developers during the rollout and finally assess your overall use of Subversion.
http://www.collab.net/services/implementation.

CONTACT US

CollabNet CloudForge. Move to the Cloud!

Corporate Headquarters

CollabNet has provided hosting services to over 3,500 companies since 2002 and currently has 75,000 active

4000 Shoreline Court, Suite 300

users. No matter how you rationalize it, you will save substantial amounts of time, dramatically reduce upfront

South San Francisco, CA 94080

costs and minimize risk of data loss or corruption by outsourcing to CollabNet CloudForge. For a typical 10-

United States

person team, organizations can save 3,000 hours per year. CloudForge provides ease of use, instant access to

Phone: +1 (650) 228-2500

Subversion, Git and other popular development tools, secure backups to the cloud, and a way to scale or deploy

Toll Free: +1 (888) 778-9793

applications quickly and securely. Learn more or sign up for a free 30 day trial at http://www.cloudforge.com.

About CollabNet
CollabNet is a leading provider of Enterprise Cloud Development and Agile ALM products and services for software-driven organizations.
With more than 10,000 global customers, the company provides a suite of platforms and services to address three major trends
disrupting the software industry: Agile, DevOps and hybrid cloud development. Its CloudForge® development-Platform-as-a-Service
(dPaaS) enables cloud development through a flexible platform that is team friendly, enterprise ready and integrated to support leading
third party tools. The CollabNet TeamForge® ALM, ScrumWorks® Pro project management and SubversionEdge source code
management platforms can be deployed separately or together, in the cloud or on-premise. CollabNet complements its technical
offerings with industry leading consulting and training services for Agile and cloud development transformations. Many CollabNet
customers improve productivity by as much as 70 percent, while reducing costs by 80 percent.
For more information, please visit (www.collab.net).
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